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With the rapid development of network technology and the rapid growth of all kinds of online information resources, a large
number of Chinese language and literature resources have emerged on the Internet. Online Chinese language and literature
resources are becoming more and more important sources for people to obtain important information. However, existing search
engines tend to provide a lot of irrelevant content when searching for information.'erefore, how to quickly and effectively obtain
useful resource information and classify Chinese language and literature resources from a large number of information resources
is the focus of this paper. 'is article mainly aims at the current development situation, by consulting a large amount of data,
understanding the research status of improved SVM algorithm at home and abroad, showing the idea and advantages of SVM
through the algorithm and experimental process, and further improving the SVM algorithm.'e improved SVM proposed in this
paper greatly improves the efficiency of classification and facilitates the rapid search of information with high matching degree
among various online resources of Chinese language and literature.

1. Introduction

Since the 1990s, computer networks and database tech-
nologies have gradually matured, providing an effective
platform for information sharing in various fields. Abundant
information, on the one hand, brings unprecedented con-
venience to people’s lives; on the other hand, it also raises
some questions that people must face: how to effectively
extract the required information from a large variety of
information? How to make the extraction process more
accurate and efficient? 'e data-based machine learning
method is one of the results of people’s efforts to solve such
problems. 'e basic idea is to conduct research and analysis
on known data, discover laws from it, and use it to predict
unknown data. Text categorization is an important appli-
cation of machine learning theory and an effective method to
obtain information. From a mathematical point of view, it is
a mapping process, that is, the text of an unknown category
is mapped to a known category. After classification, the
originally chaotic Chinese language and literature are
classified into certain categories, so that people can follow

rules when looking up. When the number of Chinese lan-
guage and literature resources is large, the significance of the
classification of Chinese language and literature is obvious.
'e text classification method based on SVM overcomes the
problem of data redundancy. It is based on a limited number
of samples and can obtain the best classification effect under
the information contained in the existing training text. At
the same time, SVM is derived from VC dimension theory
and structure risk minimization in statistical learning the-
ory, referred to as SRM principle [1], which effectively solves
the overlearning problem in other machine learning algo-
rithms, that is, SVM is based on a limited number of training
samples. Minimizing the training error can ensure that the
test error is minimized.

2. Related Work

'e research on automatic classification of foreign texts
began in the late 1950s, when H. R. Luhn first proposed
automatic text classification based on the idea of word
frequency statistics. In 1960, Maron published the first paper
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on automatic text classification. Subsequently, K. Spark,
G. Salton, K. S. Jones, and others also conducted research in
this field. Subsequently, a variety of new models and
methods related to automatic text classification emerged in
an endless stream. Compared with English text classification,
the biggest difference in Chinese text classification lies in the
preprocessing stage [2]. Chinese language and literature
texts need word segmentation, while English texts are di-
vided by spaces. In fact, after preprocessing the text, no
matter what kind of text it is, it will be converted into the
identity matrix of the sample vector, and the subsequent
classification process is similar. 'e research of text classi-
fication technology in our country started relatively late.
From the simple method of looking up the dictionary to the
current text classification method based on statistics, it has
gradually matured. Our country’s research on automatic text
classification began in the early 1980s and has generally
experienced three development stages, i.e., the feasibility
study-auxiliary classification system-automatic classification
system [3]. In 1981, Mr. Hou Hanqing first explored the
automatic classification of Chinese texts. 'en, more and
more domestic scholars participated in this field [4], and the
main content of classification gradually changed from En-
glish to Chinese. After years of research, the gap between
Chinese text automatic classification technology and the
world’s technical level is also constantly narrowing. More
classic text classification algorithms: decision tree method,
neural network method, genetic algorithm, Bayesian, and
K-nearest neighbor algorithm [5], have been widely used in
web text classification. 'ere are many domestic research
studies on text representation and text classification. For
example, the Chinese text classification technology based on
N-gram [6] has got rid of the dependence on dictionary and
word segmentation and has realized the field independence
and time of text classification. In recent years, domestic
scholars have cited text classification techniques in different
fields and have produced many new methods: group-based
classification methods, fuzzy-rough set-based methods,
multi-classifier fusion methods, and text classification
models based on RBF networks. Ma and Tian [8] select high-
frequency words that appear in the same window unit and
use a prioir algorithm to mine the largest frequent word co-
occurrence set from these high-frequency words, thereby
extending VSM to represent documents. Ma and Tian [8]
compared the effect of support vector machine algorithm
and traditional KNN algorithm in text classification through
experiments, proposed an improved method for text pre-
processing according to the shortcomings of support vector
machine algorithm, and proved the effectiveness of the new
method. Aiming at the vector space model in text repre-
sentation, Liu Haifeng et al. [9] used the category space
model to represent the text as a matrix and effectively used
the category information of the text to implement a text
classification algorithm based on category information [9].
Li Xiangdong et al. [10] defined the training text set, test set,
and classification (column) effect evaluation required for
automatic classification based on the analysis of the char-
acteristics of the journal's permanent topic columns and
used Jensen–Shannon divergence to calculate the text gap. It

also improves the basic principle of the KNN algorithm in
determining the k value based on the column dynamics and
has achieved good results.

Key objectives of the study include the following:

(i) To design and develop an efficient methodology to
quickly and effectively obtain useful resource in-
formation such as Chinese language and literature
from information resources and classify them.

(ii) To improve performance of the SVM algorithm and
demonstrate the idea of the improved version of the
SVM along with its advantages.

3. Method

3.1. Support Vector Machine (SVM). 'e basic idea of
support vectormachine is to establish an optimal hyperplane
as the decision surface [11], so that the classification interval
between positive and negative samples is maximized. Be-
cause different kernel functions will lead to different SVM
algorithms, choosing the right kernel function is a crucial
step. 'ere are different forms of kernel functions such as
polynomial kernel, Gaussian radial basis kernel, sigmoid
kernel, and so on. 'e advantage of support vector machine
lies in its ability to learn in sparse, high-dimensional space. It
can use fewer training samples to minimize the range of
empirical errors and the complexity of the classifier, avoid
local minima, and effectively solve the problem, with good
generalization and good classification accuracy. 'e im-
portant point is that contrary to the neural network, its
objective function is a unimodal function, so it can reach the
global optimal solution to a large extent.

3.2. ImprovedMulti-Class SVMAlgorithm. In the process of
training SVM dataset, singular points with larger Lagrangian
multipliers can be converted into support vectors. So many
improved support vector machines are present such as
RSVM [13] (robust support vector machine) is based on
calculating the distance between various training data
centers and data points to establish an adaptive decision
surface, but the disadvantage is that it is difficult to deter-
mine additional parameters; SVND [14] (fuzzy support
vector machines) can effectively extract and detect singu-
larities from normal data, but this method is usually only
applied to a class of classification problems; and FSVM [15]
(fuzzy support vector machines), in which the fuzzy
membership of the training data reduces the influence of
outliers, but how to choose the membership function is still a
big problem. 'erefore, this paper proposes an improved
multi-class SVM algorithm (WSVM) to solve the singular
value sensitivity problem of classic SVM.'e basic idea is to
assign different weights to different training data, so that
SVM can construct a decision-making surface according to
the relative importance of each kind of data. 'e main idea
of the SVM model is to transform the original optimization
problem into a quadratic programming problem to con-
struct the optimal decision surface. In the SVM, different
kernel options are available, and we have used the Gaussian
kernel for our study.
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'e training dataset is as in formula (1), where
(xi, ci), xi ∈ RN.

T � x1, y1( , x2, y2( , . . . , xN, yN(  ∈ R
N

× +1, −1{ }. (1)

'e original optimization problem is as in formulas
(2)–(4):

min(w, ξ) �
1
2
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i�i

ξi, (2)

yi w.xi(  + b( ≥ 1 − ξi, i � 1, 2, . . . , N, (3)

ξi ≥ 0, i � 1, 2, . . . , N, (4)

where ξ � (ξ1, . . . , ξN)TandC> 0 is a penalty parameter, not
only to minimize ||w2||, but also to extremely minimize
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In order to derive the dual problem of (2) and (3), the

Lagrange function is introduced:
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where α � (α1, α2, . . . αn)T and β � (β1, β2, . . . βn)T are both
multiplier vectors of the Lagrange function. Optimization
problem:

max −
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C − αi − βi � 0, i � 1, 2, . . . n (8)

αi ≥ 0, i � 1, 2, . . . n, (9)

αi ≥ 0, i � 1, 2, . . . n. (10)

Use constraint (8) to eliminate β, which becomes a
problem with only variable α. 'is problem is reduced to a
minimization problem, that is, a convex quadratic pro-
gramming problem:

max
1
2
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s.t 
n

j�1
yiαi � 0, (12)

0≤ αi ≤C, i � 1, 2, . . . n. (13)

'eweighted SVM algorithm treats these data differently
according to different weights of each kind of data.Weighted
SVM assigns higher weight to data with important infor-
mation and similarly assigns lower weight to data with less
important information. Weighted training dataset:

T � x1, y1, v1( , x2, y2, v2( , . . . , xN, yN, vN(  ∈ R
N

× +1, −1{ },

(14)

where ε< vi < 1 is the weight of (xi, ci) (i � 1, 2, . . . N), ε is
a sufficiently small positive number, and xi ∈ RN. Like SVM,
weighted SVM mainly achieves the correct rate of classifi-
cation by maximizing the classification interval and mini-
mizing the classification error rate. 'e difference with SVM
is that the improved SVM uses a weighting function to
reduce the impact of some nonimportant data on the
classification results and enhance the impact of important
data on the classification. In the case of data weighting, the
optimal decision-making surface is constructed, and the
optimization problem is transformed into formulas
(15)–(17):

min(w, ξ, v) �
1
2
w
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yi w.xi(  + b( ≥ 1 − ξi, i � 1, 2, . . . , N, (16)

ξi ≥ 0, i � 1, 2, . . . , N. (17)

It can be seen from formula (16) that the introduction of
vi greatly reduces 

N
i�i ξi and reduces the influence of the

slack variable ξi in the optimization problem. 'erefore, the
visible (xi, ci) data are not important for classification. 'e
above weighted optimization problem can be transformed
into a convex quadratic programming problem, such as
formulas (18)–(20):
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0≤ αi ≤ viC, i � 1, 2, . . . N. (20)

K(.) � (xi, xj) is the kernel function and a is the inner
product. 'is paper adopts the Gaussian radial basis func-
tion (RBF) with better learning ability and wider conver-
gence range. It can be seen that when vi � 1, the improved
SVM is transformed into the original problem of the support
vector machine, and the compromise of xi in the system can
be determined for different vi.'e smaller vi is, the smaller xi

is for the construction of the maximum edge hyperplane,
and vice versa.

SVM is a binary classifier and does not support multi-
class classification. However, it has support for binary
classification and can separate data points into two classes.
Hence, for multi-class classification problems, the same
principle is applied after breaking down the multi-class
classification problem into multiple binary classification
problems.

4. Experiments and Discussion

4.1. Performance Analysis of Chinese Language and Literature
Online Resource Classification Algorithm Based on Improved
SVM. 1329 articles were downloaded from the Internet,
which were divided into three first-level categories, of which
the training document set included 1038 articles and the test
set included the rest of the articles. 'e performance of a
classifier is usually measured by some evaluation indicators.
'e commonly used performance evaluation indicators in
the classification of Chinese language and literature include
recall, precision, and F-measure. Different evaluation cri-
teria have different evaluation objectives and calculation
methods. Recall rate refers to the ratio of the number of
related documents retrieved to the total number of related
documents, and the precision rate refers to the ratio of the
number of related documents retrieved to the total number
of documents returned. 'e F-measure is the most com-
monly used method to measure the overall classification
effect. Micro-average is the evaluation of the overall per-
formance of classification, which is the arithmetic average of
the performance indicators of each instance document as
shown in (24):

precision �
A

A + C
, (21)

recall �
A

A + B
, (22)

F − measure �
2 × recall × precision
recall + precision

, (23)

r �
ci∈C

rc

|C|
, (24)

where A represents the number of documents that are
correctly classified, B represents the number of documents
that actually do not belong to a certain category but are
classified into that category, and C represents the number of

documents that actually belong to a certain category but are
not classified. 'e recall rate mainly refers to the ratio of
texts that meet the requirements in the set of documents and
meet the requirements in all the texts that meet the re-
quirements. 'e accuracy rate refers to the ratio of the
documents that really meet the requirements in all the
documents retrieved, and it indicates the accuracy of the
classification results. Among them, the check rate and the
recall rate have a constrained relationship with each other.
As the accuracy rate increases, the recall rate will decrease,
and vice versa.'e F-measure combines these two indicators
to evaluate the overall performance of the classifier. 'is
experiment adopts commonly used evaluation methods,
recall, precision, and F-measure, as shown in Figure 1.

4.2. SystemDesign of Chinese Language and Literature Online
Resource Classification Based on Improved SVM. 'e tra-
ditional Chinese language and literature text classification
system based on SVM is divided into two modules: classi-
fication function training and test text classification. In these
two modules, the processes of Chinese language and liter-
ature word segmentation, feature extraction, feature selec-
tion, and text vector representation are included. In this way,
the two modules have a large number of repetitive functions
and strong coupling. In the process of implementing the
Chinese language and literature text classification system
based on SVM, this paper has carried out a more rational
module design, namely, the whole system is divided into text
preprocessing module, classification function training
module, and text classification module, and Chinese lan-
guage and literature word segmentation, feature extraction,
feature selection, and text vector representation are inte-
grated into the text preprocessing module. It also provides a
common input interface for the training text and the test
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Figure 1: Training sample and test sample situation (AC is ancient
Chinese language and literature, MC is modern Chinese language
and literature, and IC is introduction to Chinese language and
literature).
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text, and the preprocessing system outputs the feature vector
of the training text and the feature vector of the test text
according to different situations. In this way, the text vector
representation function does not need to be involved in the
training module and the classification module, which is
beneficial to the development and maintenance of the
system and makes the system have better performance. At
the same time, this system is a Chinese language and lit-
erature text classification system based on the nonlinear
separable SVM algorithm. It uses the polynomial kernel
function ker(x, xi) � (xxi + 1)q and uses the feasible di-
rection method to solve the algorithm.

4.3. Implementation of the System of Chinese Language and
Literature Online Resource Classification Based on Improved
SVM. System development is implemented in the Windows
environment using Java language, which specifically includes the
following: Development platform: Microsoft Windows, Eclipse
3.2+MyEclipse5.0, jsdk1.5, and development language: Java.

In the traditional Chinese language and literature text
classification system based on the SVM algorithm, it mainly
includes a classification function training module and a text
classification module, which correspond to the training of the
classification function and the classification of the test text,
including the conversion of the text into a feature vector. In
the classification function training module, the training text is
converted into a feature vector with category information,
and in the text classification module, the test text is converted
into a feature vector without category information. In fact,
these two processes are very similar, and the only difference is
whether the obtained feature vector contains known category
information. In view of this, this paper adjusts and improves
the structure of the traditional SVM-based Chinese language
and literature text classification system. 'e process of
expressing training text and test text into feature vectors is
integrated into the text preprocessing module. In this way,
after the text vector representation process is completed in the
text preprocessing module, they can be substituted into the
classification function training module and the text classifi-
cation module for calculation, which is beneficial to the
development and maintenance of the system. After modular
design, this system is mainly composed of text preprocessing
module, classification function training module, and text
classification module.

4.4. Experimental Results and Algorithm Performance
Analysis. 'e improvement of this system is mainly re-
flected in the structure of the system, and its classification
efficiency and classification accuracy should be equivalent to
the traditional SVM-based Chinese language and literature

text classification system. In order to accurately understand
its performance, this paper selects 3 sets of data and 1200
Chinese language and literature texts related to various
subjects for testing and compares the test results with the test
results of the traditional Chinese language and literature text
classification system based on SVM algorithm. 'e specific
distribution of text data is shown in Table 1.

During the experiment, when one type of training text is
regarded as a positive type, any other type is regarded as a
negative type. 'e specific experimental steps are as follows:

(1) 'e training text is input into the preprocessing
subsystem, and after Chinese word segmentation,
feature extraction, feature selection, and text vector
representation, the training text feature vector with

Table 1: Text classification experiment data.

Category Number of
training texts Number of test texts

Data structure 300 100
Computer network 300 100
Artificial intelligence 300 100
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Figure 2: Multi-class SVM algorithm classification results.
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Figure 3: Weighted multi-class SVM algorithm classification.
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category mark recognition is obtained, and the
training vocabulary is established. 'en, save the
obtained feature vector and training vocabulary as a
text file and put it into the specified file.

(2) Read the training text feature vector, input it into the
classification function training subsystem to solve
the quadratic programming problem, determine the
classification function parameters w and b, and
construct a specific classification function.

(3) 'e test text is input into the preprocessing sub-
system, and after Chinese word segmentation, fea-
ture extraction, feature selection, and text vector
representation, the feature vector of the test text
without category identification is obtained. 'en,
save the obtained text vector as a text file and put it
into the specified folder.

(4) Read the test text feature vector, input it into the
classification function, and calculate the function
value.'en, output the text category according to the
function value.

(5) Statistic experiment results: plot 3 sets of data into
tables for comparative analysis.

'e final result is shown in Figures 2 and 3.
From the experimental results, it can be found that the

recall and precision of the Chinese text classification system
based on SVM before and after the improvement are
equivalent, and the error between them is related to the
experimental environment and other factors. But after
adjusting and improving the structure of the system, the
internal cohesion of each module is stronger, and the
coupling between the modules is weaker, which is conducive
to the development and maintenance of the system.

5. Conclusions

With the development and perfection of computer network
and database technology, abundant resources make text
classification technology gradually become the focus of
people’s attention. Because of its solid theoretical foundation
and excellent performance, support vector machines have
become a research hotspot in text classification and other
data mining fields. 'is article focuses on the key tech-
nologies and text classification algorithms of Chinese lan-
guage and literature text classification. Compared with the
traditional SVM-based Chinese language and literature text
classification system, this system is unique because of the
following reasons. (1) 'e process of Chinese language and
literature word segmentation, feature selection, feature ex-
traction, and text vector representation is integrated into the
preprocessing module. A common input interface is pro-
vided for the training style and the test text, and the pre-
processing system outputs the feature vector of the training
text and the feature vector of the test text according to
different situations. In this way, the text vector represen-
tation function does not need to be involved in the training
module and the classification module, so that the coupling
between the modules is weakened and the independence is

enhanced, which is beneficial to the development and main-
tenance of the system. (2) We use the feasibility direction
method to solve the secondary programming problems in-
volved in the training process. Since the training of the clas-
sification function is the key to this system, the following briefly
analyzes the time complexity of the classification function
obtained by the system from the training library. In this system,
suppose the number of training texts is n, the average number
of feature words in each text is k, and the text is represented as a
t-dimensional vector. In the process of training the SVM
classification function, the running time from text segmenta-
tion to text vector representation is at least 5n∗ k + (nk)2, and
the running time is consumed in the process of establishing the
training vocabulary and text vector representation. 'en, the
feasibility direction method is used to solve the quadratic
programming problem involved in the SVM algorithm to
complete the training process of the classification function. Its
running time is C∗ [(3t + 2)n + t], where C is a positive in-
teger much smaller than n, so the total time complexity of
training the classification function in this system is
O(5n∗ k + (nk)2 + C∗ [(3t + 2)n + t]), that is, O((nk)2). In
addition, in the actual application process, the training time of
the SVM algorithm is also related to the quality of the training
library, the dimension of the text vector, and the configuration
of the computer [15-23].
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